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Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Alcohol and Drug Abuse NBC 5 News 1/7/2022 6pm 2:09
Some DFW businesses put the "cheers" in Dry January. Many people who rang in the New Year with a little 
champagne or a cocktail are putting the glass down this month. ‘Dry January’ started as a challenge in the 
U.K. a decade ago, now more businesses are jumping on the bandwagon. 

Alcohol and Drug Abuse NBC 5 News 1/19/2022 4:30 AM :17

Voters in McKinney will get to weigh in on legalizing packaged liquor sales. The city's Chamber of Commerce 
submitted more than 23,000 signatures in support of the change yesterday. It will now be on the November 
ballot. Right now, people in McKinney have to drive to other cities to buy packaged liquor. 

Alcohol and Drug Abuse NBC 5 News 1/26/2022 5pm 1:28
The DEA says 21 people were charged in Dallas Tuesday in a large-scale operation targeting violent drug 
gangs in the Hamilton Park neighborhood. 

Alcohol and Drug Abuse NBC 5 News 2/9/2022 11am 2:24 In Oklahoma, the legal pot business is booming and regulators are racing to catch up. 

Alcohol and Drug Abuse NBC 5 News 3/3/2022 10pm 7:15

An NBC 5 investigation reveals drug cartels and human traffickers are using fraudulent Texas paper tags as a 
tool to evade law enforcement along the U.S./Mexico border. Those tags are then used, agents said, to 
disguise the ownership of smuggling vehicles making it harder for investigators trying to stop the flow of 
drugs and undocumented immigrants along the border. Federal agents told NBC 5 Investigates cartel 
operatives have been able to exploit security weaknesses at the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles and 
obtain real Texas temporary tags registered to false names and addresses.

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Children NBC 5 News 2/10/2022 6am 3:21
North Texas business owner, Roland Parrish, rose from humble beginnings to become a champion in closing 
the education gap for minority students.

Children NBC 5 News 2/15/2022 6pm 1:05
A new library in the Stop Six neighborhood of Fort Worth is celebrating Black History Month by connecting 
residents with free books. 

Children NBC 5 News 3/2/2022 4pm :37

Some Dallas ISD teachers at Felix G. Botello Elementary got a special delivery of school supplies from Dallas 
Cowboys Cornerback Reggie Robinson. He talked to the kids about the importance of school and studying to 
get where they want to go in life. The donations came from the Kids in Need Foundation and Jewelers 
Mutual Insurance Group. 

Children NBC 5 News 3/4/2022 4pm :34

NBC 5 and Telemundo 39's Reading With You/Leyendo Contigo childhood literacy campaign participated in 
the Read Across America Week. NBC 5 Anchor, Laura Harris, read to the children at Uplift White Rock Hills in 
Dallas. The day of volunteering was organized by the United Way of Dallas to promote literacy and the joy of 
reading across North Texas classrooms. Studies show that children who are not reading on grade level by 3rd 
grade are four times more likely not to graduate from high school. 

Children NBC 5 News 3/16/2022 10pm 2:40
A Dallas doctor, who treats transgender children, is taking her employer to court. She says she wants to 
know why UT Southwestern decided to close the only transgender youth clinic in the southwest. Report on 
what the doctor says the motivation might be. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Consumer NBC 5 News 1/6/2022 11AM :21
South Dallas will be home to a future HEB Store. The company purchased a former Albertsons on Wheatland 
Rd. between Duncanville and Desoto. A construction date has not been set for the new store. It comes after 
some City Council Members have been critical about the lack of supermarkets in South Dallas. 

Consumer NBC 5 News 1/27/2022 4pm 1:12

Cyber attacks on the U.S. could be a potential consequence of escalating tensions with Russia and the 
Ukraine, something that was discussed by a panel featuring Texas speakers.  The panel discussed how 
companies and government entities can better prevent such hacks. Panel members are hoping the $42 
million received from the Cybersecurity bill can go toward updating outdated systems.

Consumer NBC 5 News 1/27/2022 10pm 4:05

The fight against fraudulent paper tags - sold illegally - and then often used to commit other crimes 
continues. At an emergency meeting in Austin, the Board that oversees the Texas DMV took some tough 
new steps to combat problems NBC 5 investigative reporters exposed. Some law enforcement personnel say 
they need more help. 

Consumer NBC 5 News 1/29/2022 6am 2:08
Dallas' new ordinance restricting the operating hours of sexually oriented businesses won't be enforced - at 
least for the next few weeks. A Federal Judge says she wants to hear more about police data used to justify a 
City Council vote this week - closing the clubs at 2am. 
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Consumer NBC 5 News 2/3/2022 10pm 6:45
NBC 5 Investigates has obtained new State records that raise questions about what's really been done to 
prepare the gas system for the winter and whether gas supply issues could still threaten to put the power 
grid at risk. 

Consumer NBC 5 News 2/10/2022 4pm 1:34
Things are more expensive these days - from gas to groceries and everything else. According to the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, the annual inflation rate of 7.8 % is higher than the national average. Report took a look 
at what shoppers are experiencing and how long this trend could last. 

Consumer NBC 5 News 2/11/2022 6am 2:55
The Better Business Bureau reports that "romance" scams around Valentine's Day are on the rise. The report 
looks at what viewers need to look out for online.

Consumer NBC 5 News 2/21/2022 5pm :42

Dallas based AT&T will become the first wireless carrier to phase out its 3G service tomorrow. The idea is to 
make room for the 5G and other advanced network services, but there is concern about the millions of 
devices that still rely on the older network. Everything from home security to fire alarm panels to car 
collision systems that communicate with 24-hour monitoring centers could be impacted if they are not 
upgraded in time. Other companies like Verizon, T-Moblie and Sprint have agreed to wait on shutting down 
3G because many industries have complained that they need more time to upgrade.

Consumer NBC 5 News 2/27/2022 9pm :28

Kroger's newest warehouse is taking a futuristic approach. The automated warehouse is located in Southern 
Dallas. it will be able to fill 18,000 orders a day. It uses a hub and spoke system which allows Kroger to make 
deliveries to larger areas including Oklahoma City. Kroger needs 400 people to run the operation with robots 
helping pack the groceries. The company is hiring drivers and warehouse workers now. Kroger says each 
driver can make up to 22 deliveries in an 8-10 hour day.
 

Consumer NBC 5 News 3/1/2022 6am :45

The attack on Ukraine is hitting especially close to home for a Frisco man. Roman Talis owns a Vodka 
company in Ukraine. His two factories are now closed and his 300 workers are trying to survive. Talis says his 
company, RUTO, which is sold around the world, including Texas, is getting calls from American businesses 
that want to buy it in place of Russian Vodka. He says he may have maybe a two month supply, and with 
production halted, he's not sure what will happen after that. 
 

Consumer NBC 5 News 3/2/2022 4pm :52

Americans are watching more of their money disappear each time they fill up their cars. Gas prices are at a 
seven year high. President Biden says he plans to bring prices down by releasing 30 million barrels of oil from 
reserves. Report looks at how the war in Ukraine could possibly double your cost to get gas or heat to your 
home. 

Consumer NBC 5 News 3/2/2022 10pm 2:50

You may have heard debt collectors are now allowed to use social media to contact you but debt collectors 
have some boundaries. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau issued the new rules that went into effect 
last November updating The Fair Debt Collection Practices Act that first went into effect in 1977. Report 
shows what consumers need to know and how to complain if you experience harassment. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 1/1/2022 10pm 5:17
Texas is in the top 5 states hit hardest by crime in 2022. Lawmakers passed a new laaw to reduce thefts. 
Catalytic converter thefts are up. Report on the new law, how it will or will not help and what can be done to 
protect yourself. 

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 1/7/2022 6am 2:10
An exclusive interview with Dallas Police Chief Eddie Garcia. As he begins his second year on the job, the city 
has seen a drop in crime and now Chief Garcia has other plans to keep the progress going.

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 1/27/2022 4pm :38
A North Texas Police Department is helping officers make better decisions through "Brain Training." Rockwall 
Police Officers and other staff are going through a month of training with UT Dallas Center for Brain Health. 
The Brain Institute offers this kind of training to police officers and first responders.

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 1/31/2022 4pm :37
Two women who say they were forced into prostitution helped law enforcement with a human trafficking 
operation in Dallas. DPD Vice Unit says the information led them to three locations. One of the locations was 

 an apartment complex where five women were found. 

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 2/9/2022 11am :18

Dallas today agreed to purchase 80 license plate reading cameras like we have seen at a California location. 
The flock video cameras can identify wanted vehicles and record pictures of criminal activity. Dallas Police 
have not yet decided where the cameras will be used but say they will be clearly identified as crime 
deterrent. 
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Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 2/21/2022 5pm :25

Dallas Police are deploying "bait cars" around uptown in an effort to prevent auto thefts. You may notice 
these new electronic signs popping up in West Village. While they've made some auto related arrests, they 
still have a lot of work to do. DPD says property crime is not just in Dallas, it's a nationwide issue, and that 
they are using every resource, including adding extra uniformed patrols, to protect the community. 

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 3/1/2022 6am :45
A report will go before Dallas City Council today detailing what happened when millions of Dallas Police files 
were permanently deleted during the summer of 2021. The report was commissioned in an effort to make 
sure it never happens again. 

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 3/16/2022 10pm 5:44
Text message alerts are being fraudulently sent to bank customers. The NBC 5 Responds report showed 
examples of these messages and warned customers on what to look out for and how to protect themselves 
against this fraud. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Cultural NBC 5 News 2/9/2022 4pm :25

Some students in Oak Cliff are celebrating Black History Month with a WWE Hall of Famer.  Booker T visited 
with 4th and 5th graders at the For Oak Cliff Center for Education celebrating Black historical figures, 
athletes and celebrities. The center will be honored as a community champion during the week leading up to 
WrestleMania at AT&T Stadium on April. 

Cultural NBC 5 News 2/27/2022 9am :32
Bright Ideas are on display showing the contributions of Black inventors over the last century. 
"Black Pioneers in STEAM" is at the African American Museum of Dallas. It showcases 162 inventions over 
the past 100 years from the butter churn to the stoplight to Michael Jackson's gravity defying shoes. 

Cultural NBC 5 News 3/4/2022 4pm 2:10
A local artist is trying to brighten up the community of River Oaks, which is on the edge of Fort Worth. A 
mural is being created on the side of a restaurant in an effort to give the the town a little more diversity. 
NBC 5 discusses the artist's vision and why she chose River Oaks. 

Cultural NBC 5 News 3/4/2022 4pm :38
A new exhibit celebrates women in STEM. The Smithsonian is celebrating Women’s History Month with a 
new exhibit called #IfThenSheCan featuring 120 life-size 3D printed neon orange statues of women in STEM. 

Cultural NBC 5 News 3/4/2022 4pm :38
New Exhibit Celebrates Women in STEM
The Smithsonian is celebrating Women’s History Month with a new exhibit called #IfThenSheCan featuring 
120 life-size 3D printed neon orange statues of women in STEM. 

Cultural NBC 5 News 3/21/2022 11am 6:15

5 Talk Street: Women's Herstory – Michelle Green Ford
During the Month of March, NBC 5 is celebrating Women’s History Month with the segment “Herstory: The 
Next Chapter.” The special guest is local Fort Worthian Michelle Green Ford, the President and CEO of the 
Fort Worth Metropolitan Black Chamber of Commerce. She is the first woman to hold that position.

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Economic Development NBC 5 News 1/19/2022 10pm :51

There's hope for the troubled Panther Island Project in Fort Worth. The federal government has earmarked 
more than 400 million dollars to get the plan back on track. It's been slowed for years by a lack of funding. 
The project will create a new channel for the Trinity River downtown to help control flooding and kick-start 
development. Business owners in the area are relieved to see things finally moving forward. 

Economic Development NBC 5 News 2/23/2022 6am 2:09
Report on the advantages of being an ally by supporting Black-Owned businesses. Being an ally can mean 
many things including advocating for, and listening to, members of a minority community whose voices have 
historically been ignored or overlooked. 

Economic Development NBC 5 News 3/1/2022 6am :15
NBC 5, Telemundo 39 and Comcast NBCUniversal Foundation will award $315,000 dollars to non-profits 
helping their communities through the Project Innovation grant. 

Economic Development NBC 5 News 3/1/2022 6am :20
LinkedIn wants to explain any career gaps in your resume to a potential employer. It's rolled out a new tool 
today to highlight what you have learned from these experiences. LinkedIn is also offering free online 
courses through March to help people transition back to work after taking a break. 

Economic Development NBC 5 News 3/1/2022 11am :16
Today is the last day to register for the Dallas Job Fair highlighting businesses with overnight positions. The 
Night Work Expo is happening from 6pm - 9pm next Monday at Gilleys on Botham Jean Blvd. About 40 

 businesses will be there throughout the event. You can register at workexpo.com.
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Economic Development NBC 5 News 3/2/2022 10pm :20

You've probably noticed how high prices are at the gas pump. The national average jumped 4 cents in one 
day to $3.65 a gallon. Russia is the world's second largest oil exporter but its exports are under Defacto Ban.  
Jet fuel prices are also going up. 
 

Economic Development Lone Star Politics 3/13/2022 8:30am 11:22
A local economist weighs in on just how deep we’ll have to dig in our pockets to pay for gas and other items 
spiking to record-level costs.

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Education NBC 5 News 1/2/2022 10pm :33

Lancaster ISD announced it will return to virtual learning when classes resume after the holidays. The 
decision was announced by email and social media and stated, "Dallas County's Covid-19 risk level is listed as 
RED. Local hospitals have a limited number of beds and several individuals within our community have 
unfortunately tested positive for Covid-19." Other local districts, including Dallas ISD are still planning in-
person learning following the winter break. 

Education NBC 5 News 1/3/2022 4pm 1:38
Local schools are asking parents to get their kids tested for Covid-19 before they come back to school, if they 
are not sick.

Education NBC 5 News 1/17/2022 5pm 1:49 Parents debate precautionary measures to stop Covid-19 in schools.  

Education NBC 5 News 3/4/2022 4pm 1:48
Dallas ISD Superintendent Michael Hinojosa put on a star studded show for educators and politicians today.  
His state of the District Address looked at the accomplishments DISD has made as it battles poor 
performance during the pandemic and what's ahead. 

Education NBC 5 News 3/8/2022 6pm 2:35

The leaders of some of the largest school districts in North Texas are headed out the door. Schools 
everywhere are looking for the best principals and administrators to help lead school children out of the 
biggest academic slump many schools have ever seen. Report tells us how the community is stepping in to 
help. 

Education NBC 5 News 3/17/2022 4pm :21
An education at the University of Texas at Arlington will soon be more affordable for thousands of students. 
Under the new "Blaze Forward" program, the university will cover 100% of tuition and mandatory fees for 
undergraduate students who meet all of the requirements, including family gross income of up to $85,000.

Education NBC 5 News 3/25/2022 4pm 2:09
Fort Worth's Southwest High School is preparing students for a career in journalism in the Fort Worth ISD’s 
Gold Seal Program. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Environment NBC 5 News 
1/1/2022 - 
3/31/2022

All Newscasts Varies
Daily weather forecast in every newscast with detailed information on the current and future weather as 
well as environmental changes and climate changes. 

Environment NBC 5 News 1/25/2022 10pm :46

NASA’s most powerful telescope arrived at its destination, one million miles from earth Monday. The $10 
billion James Webb Space Telescope launched Dec. 25 from French Guiana. Now that it is in place, it will 
orbit around the sun in line with Earth. The seven-ton spacecraft is designed to help scientists see further 
back in time than ever before, find other planets and share a more detailed picture of the universe.

Environment NBC 5 News 1/29/2022 6am 2:16
Some baby owls saved from a water tower in Celina last month are flying free. Report follows the owls from 
rescue to release.

Environment NBC 5 News 3/3/2022 10pm 1:59
Bald eagles resettle at White Rock following the destruction of their previous nest. A pair of bald eagles who 
experienced quite the scare two weeks ago appear to have resettled near their old home. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Family NBC 5 News 1/28/2022 10pm 2:16

 A group of Dallas teens from Café Momentum will head LA to feed media, community members and of 
course, football players. Since opening its doors in 2015, Café Momentum's has become well-known in 
Dallas' food scene… not just for its farm-fresh fare but for the young men and women who serve it and what 
it does to help them become well-adjusted and  successful after being on probation. 

Family NBC 5 News 2/25/2022 11am :35
Later today, we expect to learn if the family friendly annual Cowtown race weekend will be pushed backed 
or go on as scheduled. Organizers are monitoring today's temperatures and the wet chilly weather coming 
tomorrow along with the chance of a few snowflakes in the mix.  

Family NBC 5 News 2/25/2022 11am :25

There’s more food news for families going to Six Flags. This one comes from the CEO of Six Flags. Selim 
Bassoul told investors in his first 100 days on the job that he  tried over 100 burgers, 200 slices of pizza and 
100 orders of chicken tenders. All are foods the Arlington-based company will revamp for guests and their 
families. The Dallas Morning News tells us higher ticket prices are coming, too. 
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Family NBC 5 News 2/27/2022 9am 2:01

It’s been more than five years since a disease besides Covid-19 made headlines around the world. The Zika 
virus outbreak threatened families in South America and eventually here in the U.S. with local transmissions 
reported in Texas and Florida. The report tells us more about what happened to the families impacted by the 
disease. 

Family NBC 5 News 3/2/2022 10pm :29

A Travis County judge granted a temporary restraining order to block the state from investigating the 
parents of a transgender teen – that’s after Governor Abbott ordered the Department of Family and 
Protective Services to investigate parents who help their children get gender affirming care. The order only 
applies to the family who brought the case to court. The judge will consider expanding the order statewide 
next week. President Biden has also asked federal agencies to consider moves to block the governor's order.

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Government NBC 5 News 1/5/2022 4pm 1:57
The Senate is expected to vote on a voting rights bill although it appears there is no path for the legislation 
to pass.

Government NBC 5 News 1/12/2022 11am 3:12
The Biden Administration has promised to send out 100 million at-home Covid-19 tests through the postal 
service. Beginning Saturday, by federal rules, insurance companies will have to pay for up to eight (8) tests 
per month.

Government NBC 5 News 1/24/2022 6pm 2:25
County Elections teams are scrambling to deal with hundreds of mail-in ballots being kicked out with 7-days 
left to register for the March Primary.  Ballots have been rejected because of changes to Texas Law.  New 
forms are leading the confusion by those filling out the applications. 

Government NBC 5 News 1/20/2022 6am 2:03
Big bucks are officially coming to Fort Worth to help finish a project that's long been in the works. The 
federal government just approved 400 million dollars for the Panther Island Project. 

Government NBC 5 News 2/15/2022 4pm 1:45
Dallas wants to be at the front of the line for massive federal money approved in Washington to fix the 
nation's roads, bridges and utilities. City Council members today receive a list of smaller projects that could 
qualify.

Government NBC 5 News 2/21/2022 5pm 2:05 Our political reporter, Julie Fine, talked with two North Texas Congressmen about the situation in Ukraine.

Government NBC 5 News 2/24/2022 10pm 2:37

Thousands trying to flee Ukraine’s capital either got stuck in gridlock or were unable to fill their cars with the 
gas needed to get out. Some families are crossing into Poland on foot. Others are sheltering wherever they 
can -- bracing for the next missile strike. Here in North Texas, NBC 5 spoke to people who have loved ones in 
Ukraine who spent the day talking to their loved ones as they tried to decide what to do - hide, flee or stay 
and fight. 

Government NBC 5 News 3/1/2022 6am :50

President Biden will address the Ukraine in his first State of the Union Address. It will look a lot different 
tonight as masks are now optional and Covid-19 restrictions have been eased across the country. Biden is 
expected to address the challenges here at home including inflation and fighting Covid-19. He is also 
expected to talk about what his administration calls “wins” in infrastructure and jobs.

Government Lone Star Politics 3/20/2022 8:30 AM 19:43
After the U.S. Supreme Court allowed a lawsuit challenging Texas’ abortion law to move forward, State 
House Democratic Caucus Chair Rep. Chris Turner (D-Arlington) joins Lone Star Politics. Then, Republican 
political consultant Vinny Michelle previews the 2022 primaries and general election in Texas

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 1/8/2022 10pm 2:35

Health experts say they're seeing more and more people admitted for other ailments than positive cases for 
Covid-19. Doctors say this suggests that even more people may be asymptomatic and unknowingly 
spreading the virus, but they also say it’s more proof that the Omicron variant is less likely to cause severe 
illness compared to earlier variants - especially in people who are fully vaccinated and boosted.

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 1/10/2022 10pm :45 A rise in cases of the Omicron variant are putting a strain on DFW healthcare workers and staffing.

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 1/24/2022 10pm :49
The Texas Health and Human Services Commission is hoping hiring bonuses of up to $5000 will attract 
workers. There are 3000 jobs open right now. 

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 2/9/2022 4pm 1:54

For over a decade, there's been an easy and highly effective way to prevent HIV. Two medications, often 
referred to as PREP, have saved thousands of lives but are also very expensive. The good news is that this is 
changing. As consumer reports explains, these drugs are now available at no cost, which could mean they'll 
help prevent more HIV-infections, especially in at-risk populations.
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Health and Medical NBC 5 News 2/10/2022 4pm 1:49
Every year, thousands of people have a heart valve replacement and now many of those patients will need 
to have that valve replaced during their lifetime. There's a new procedure to repair the repair.

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 2/21/2022 5pm` :19

On the Covid-19 front, as daily cases wind down, Dallas County has officially moved from threat level red 
back down to orange. Dallas County Judge Clay Jenkins says it means more freedom for those who are up to 
date on vaccinations. Judge Jenkins says we've gone from having five to six thousand cases a day on average 
to about 450.

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 2/27/2022 10pm :32

Masks will be optional for those attending Tuesday’s State of the Union address. The change follows the 
CDC’s announcement that face masks are no longer recommended indoors whether you are vaccinated or 
not unless you are in an area where cases and hospitalizations are high.  Starting tomorrow Dallas ISD will no 
longer require masks on district property, but they are still recommended. Dallas County Judge Clay Jenkins 
announced that face coverings are no longer required inside buildings with the exception of jails, long term 

 care facili es and health care se ngs.

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 2/28/2022 10pm 2:0`
Atrial fibrillation, or A-FIB, is a condition where the heart races or quivers, resulting in an irregular heartbeat. 
As many as six million Americans have it and the CDC suggests that number will double by 2030. Now, a new 
device lets doctors monitor patients in real time, even when that patient is at home. 

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 3/1/2022 6am :20

TCU is expanding its footprint in Fort Worth with the announcement of a new campus for its School of 
Medicine. Construction starts this year on a four-story, medical education building in the city's near 
southside. The "TCU School of Medicine" will sit in in the medical district and should be ready for students in 
2024. 

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 3/1/2022 4pm 2:25
Seeing a doctor virtually has been a thing during the pandemic and it's probably here to stay. A new recent 
survey shows that most people want to keep using telehealth for non-urgent visits. 

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 3/3/2022 10PM :37

The number of people being treated for Covid-19 in the hospital continues to drop here in North Texas. 
Leaders with Parkland's Center for Clinical Innovation tweeted numbers to show the progress. According to 
the latest report from UT Southwestern, total hospitalizations in Dallas County peaked in late January with 
over 1400. Researchers predict hospitalizations to fall below 150 by late this month. New Covid-19 infections 
are also predicted to plunge as we head into spring and summer.

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Housing NBC 5 News 1/18/2022 6M 3:00

Allen is trying to revitalize its historic downtown. With so many people moving to Collin County, so much of 
the city of Allen has been built in the last few decades. According to Murry McKenzie, Vice Chair for the 
newly formed Downtown Steering Committee, Allen’s population growth grew for four straight decades by 
over 100%. In the last decade, by 93%. However, downtown has existed for more than 150 years.  President 
Theodore Roosevelt rolled through the streets of downtown Allen when he visited in 1905. The first-ever 
train robbery in all of Texas happened in downtown Allen, too.

Housing NBC 5 News 2/9/2022 10pm 2;19
Home prices in DFW continue to climb. According to a new report from realtor.com, the median home price 
in DFW is now $400,000, up 14% from this time last year. 

Housing NBC 5 News 3/11/2022 4:30 AM 4:03
Industry leaders say the hot housing market is pushing more people to rent and there are more renters who 
don't necessarily want to live in apartments. Many want to live in the suburbs. NBC 5 looked into new 
housing options that are actually growing fast in Texas to meet their needs.

Housing NBC 5 News 3/16/2022 11am 2:49
One of the nation’s largest builders, Meritage Homes, has plans to build more than 400 homes in Forney’s 
Briarwood Hills community. Mitchell Parton, residential real estate reporter at the Dallas Morning News, 
joins NBC 5 to talk about what’s in store in the local housing market.

Housing NBC 5 News 3/16/2022 10pm 1:06 Researchers say people moving to Texas is not the main source of surging home prices. 
Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Poverty NBC 5 News 1/2/2022 10pm :47

The Salvation Army of North Texas is providing a warm place for people to spend the night out of the cold. 
More than 300 people escaped the arctic cold weather and took advantage of cots spaced six feet apart, 
warm coats and  a hot meal. Warming shelters were located in Plano, Denton, Lewisville, McKinney and 
Garland. 

Poverty NBC 5 News 2/6/2022 10pm :50

Homeless shelters and organizations sprang into action ahead of the winter storm helping north Texans in 
need of a place to stay warm. Dallas faith-based shelter, Our Calling, helped over a thousand people and 
even their pets stay safe these past several days. Some used the Our Calling app to report their location so 
staff and volunteers could help them get to the shelter. Another place that served the community was the 
Salvation Army's Plano Corps. 
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Poverty NBC 5 News 2/6/22 10pm :20
Lines and lines of cars were at the Tarrant Area Food Bank Distribution Center for today's emergency food 
giveaway. Those in need of food boxes following the winter storm were able to get their trunks filled with 
non-perishable items and fruits. 

Poverty NBC 5 News 2/28/2022 10pm :36

Dallas plans a 90-day trial of portable restrooms for homeless people at 7 sites around the city. One site is 
the back of the Dallas Central Library because homeless people often congregate out front. Another site is 
Field Street at Woodall Rodgers Freeway, which is near the Perot Museum. City Council members hearing 
about the plan today worried that portable restrooms will just attract more homeless people to gather in 
those locations.

Poverty NBC 5 News 3/17/2022 4pm 1:24
There's a big push in Dallas to improve homeless services and get more people off the street. A big example 
is happening at the Austin Street shelter that started as just an overnight stay but is expanding to do much 

 more.
Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Race Relations NBC 5 News 1/16/2022 10pm 2:18

The Rabbi of the Beth Israel Congregation that was held under siege and four people were taken hostage on 
1/15/2022, speaks out for the first time saying his is grateful to be alive and thanks everyone for the support 
his congregation has been given. 

Race Relations Lone Star Politics 1/16/2022 8:30am 6:49
The push to get sweeping voting rights legislation through Congress is stalled. The president of the Texas 
NAACP joins the conversation.

Race Relations NBC 5 News 2/7/22 6pm 2:36

The death of Amir Locke renews questions over no-knock warrants.  Amir Locke, the 22-year-old shot and 
killed by Minneapolis police as they executed a no-knock warrant, had dreams of moving to Dallas.  His 
mother, Karen Wells, said Amir planned to move to the area this month to be closer to her and to pursue his 
dreams in the music industry.  He wanted to be a hip-hop artist like his father.  Over the weekend people 
filled the streets of Minneapolis renewing the calls for justice and police accountability.  Minneapolis police 
shot and killed Locke last Wednesday after entering an apartment on a no-knock warrant that police now 
say Locke was not listed on.  Body cam video captured the deadly encounter.  In seconds, officers entered 

 the apartment where Locke appears to be under a blanket.

Race Relations NBC 5 News 2/20/2022 10pm 2:15
City officials are speaking out tonight after people in a Colleyville neighborhood woke up to antisemitic and 
other racist material tossed onto their lawns. This comes just one month after members at a Colleyville 
Synagogue were held hostage.

Race Relations NBC 5 News 2/25/2022 4pm 2:48
Crowley ISD takes new approach to teaching Black History. In a curriculum designed by Crowley ISD and 
approved by the state, Black History 365 takes a new approach to sharing diversity in history.

Race Relations NBC 5 News 2/25/22 4pm 2:48 Black History text goes beyond slavery into contributions of Black Americans.

Race Relations NBC 5 News 2/25/2022 4pm 2:04
Crowley ISD takes new approach to teaching Black History. In a curriculum designed by Crowley ISD and 
approved by the state, Black History 365 takes a new approach to sharing diversity in history.

Race Relations NBC 5 News 2/26/22 6pm :51

Fort Worth Community Art Center honors Black History. A new exhibit at the Fort Worth Community Art 
Center is honoring Black History and NBC 5 caught up with the artist behind the paintings. Burl Washington 
says his collection depicts the African American experience in the American West. It’s called “Quest Into The 
West.” 

Race Relations NBC 5 News 3/8/2022 4pm 6:23
Southlake rejected Diversity Lessons in Schools, But a Federal Probe May Demand Them
A federal civil rights investigation could force the Texas suburb to implement the same types of diversity 
programs that voters rejected in landslide elections 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Religion NBC 5 News 1/21/2022 10pm :55
Tongan families in North Texas are praying and waiting to hear from relatives after a volcano eruption 
triggered a tsunami that devastated parts of the Pacific Island nation of Tonga. 

Religion NBC 5 News 2/19/2022 5am 2:58
Dr. Terry Flowers, the Perot Family Headmaster at St Philips School in South Dallas, has dedicated his life to 
transforming a small Episcopal school into not just a thriving educational destination, but a facility to enrich 
the community . 

Religion NBC 5 News 2/20/2022 10pm 1:22

At North Davis Church of Christ in Arlington, a group of congregants, missionaries and community members 
gathered Saturday to pray for Ukraine amid a growing threat of a Russian invasion. A couple from the church 
helped lead Saturday’s prayer service, lifting up the children of the orphanage they oversee in Ukraine along 
with others they met during their time living there as missionaries. The couple returned to the United States 
just six months ago.
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Religion NBC 5 News 3/26/2022 6am :44

Yesterday, the Catholic Diocese of Dallas joined the Pope's call to pray for peace in Ukraine. Francisco Moran 
has been at a Ukrainian Seminary for the past 7 years. He returned just two weeks ago to visit his parish in 
Corsicana. He led yesterday's prayer at the Cathedral Shrine of the Virgin of Guadalupe in Dallas. He says 
he's in contact with refugees. Moran says he's been working in a city just a few hours south of Kyiv. He says 
he wants to go back as soon as possible to help victims of the war.

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Safety NBC 5 News 1/28/2022 6am :14
Pharmacies in North Texas will being handing out free N-95 masks this week. The Biden Administration 

donated 400 million free masks nationwide. The roll out is slow right now. Some pharmacies will post signs 
outside stores with their availability.

Safety NBC 5 News 2/1/2022 10pm :47

There's a warning for North Texans who are preparing for the cold snap. Be careful with your backup 
generators. The state health department says you should never operate one in your home or garage 
because of the threat of carbon monoxide poisoning. That caused more than a dozen deaths during last 
year's winter storm. North Texans are also encouraged to be sure to have working carbon monoxide 
detectors.

Safety NBC 5 News 2/16/2022 5pm :55

There's a new bi-partisan push to keep kids safe on social media. Two senators just introduced a bill. It 
requires social media platforms to provide minors with options to protect their information, disable 
addictive product features and opt out of recommendations from algorithms. It also gives parents new 
controls to help support their children and identify harmful behaviors.

Safety NBC 5 News 2/1/2022 10pm :24

Right now, there are several efforts to make sure everyone has a safe place to stay over the next few days. In 
Dallas, the Fair Park Automobile Building is opening up as a shelter. Organizers say there will be Covid 
testing. Anyone who comes back positive will be taken to another location. The Salvation Army is also 
planning to ramp up services and open warming shelters in Garland, Lewisville, McKinney, Plano and 
Arlington.

Safety NBC 5 News 2/25/2022 11am :16
The CDC is expected to relax the indoor mask guidance today.  Most states have already lifted or announced 
plans to lift their indoor masking mandates because the Omicron wave of Covid-19 has started to 
significantly subside. It's the first change to the agency's indoor mask guidance since July.

Safety NBC 5 News 3/2/2022 4pm 4;16
FBI data shows some violent crime is on the rise including assaults and car thefts. Report addresses how 

 Dallas is addressing it and presents a guide for safety.

Safety NBC 5 News 3/11/2022 6am 2:15
With Covid-19 numbers going down and restrictions changing daily, NBC 5 breaks down what you need to 
know before you head out on vacation.      

Safety NBC 5 News 3/26/2022 6am :57
NBC 5 shares a warning about a credit card skimmer found inside a busy convenience store near Medical 
City McKinney. NBC 5 has shared warnings in the past of skimmers found on gas pumps. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Transportation NBC 5 News 1/8/2022 6am 1:42

Travel troubles continue for many airlines as thousands of flights are once again delayed or canceled 
nationwide. Airlines are dealing with sick employees calling out and severe winter weather in parts of the 
country.  Aviation reporter Kyle Arnold from our partners at the Dallas Morning News says as we head into 
this weekend, things could get worse with more people traveling and not enough employees to staff planes.

Transportation NBC 5 News 1/17/2022 6am :26

It's a new week, but a similar story.  Covid-19 and severe weather has canceled more than 1200 flights 
today. That's somewhat better than Sunday when airlines canceled 2,800 flights because of a powerful 
winter storm on the east coast.  And of course, Covid-19 is partly to blame for cancellations as airline 
employees continue to test positive for the virus. So far this morning, Fort Worth based American Airlines 
has canceled more than 200 flights.

Transportation NBC 5 News 1/18/2022 10pm 2:44
U.S. Airways won a temporary victory when AT&T and Verizon agreed to delay the rollout of their 5G 
technology near airports. It is the latest twist in the fight. Mobile phone companies say the next generation 
technology is safe but the airlines call it a significant safety concern. 

Transportation NBC 5 News 2/25/2022 11am :15
DART suspended rail service again today as it inspects routes and railways following two days of winter 
weather.  Riders can expect delays through the afternoon. DART staff hopes to resume normal services 
Saturday morning.  The Trinity Railway Express is back to regular hours.

Transportation NBC 5 News 3/1/2022 6am :36
DFW plans to reopen an economy lot after two years of being closed. Our partners at the Dallas Morning 
News says this signals the airport expects busy summer travel. Previously the lot and another were closed in 
2020 to save money at the start of the pandemic. 

Transportation NBC 5 News 3/16/2022 10pm 1:11
Don't expect to see cheap flights anytime soon. NBC 5 has the tough news for people planning a summer 
vacation.
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